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Allied ASM/Librarian Downloader
v3.3.3 Allied ASM/Librarian
Downloader makes retrieving of files
from Allied Asm and Allied Librarian
memory modules (RAM or Hard
Drives) much faster as the software
removes the need of loading.
Downloading of large files is much
more faster. Download Page
References Category:Download
managers Category:Multimedia
software Category:Windows-only
softwareEvery once in a while, we
make a (sometimes unknown) bit of
progress, and it’s nice to think that
much about it. The progress, for those
who don’t know, is the fact that in
March our knee-jerk “we could
definitely use some new blood on the
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project” response was answered by a
concerned Vladimir Tcherkov, who
sent us the following: [W]hen you say it
would be a monthly thing, so I thought
you’d be tied up with other things.
Maybe some month I will have time for
new stone and marble restorations.
But right now I’m focused on the pre-
war buildings. In any case I would like
to contribute to the project, even if it is
the smallest part. Here’s how you can
do that: Work with us! Basically, what
that means is, volunteer to help with
restoration. You don’t need to be a
stone carver or have any skills in
restoration; there’s lots of people
working with us, and anyone who is
willing can certainly help out on
various projects. Basically: if you’re
interested, just email me and I’ll send
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you the info you need. We’re excited
about this, and would appreciate any
help we can get. So: if you’re
interested in helping, email me at
john.levy@igna-naples.org. On a
personal note: I’m always open to new
ways to work on the project, and the
engagement with Vlady here would be
one of them. I’ve already spoken with
him about his interest in working on
some of the projects he mentioned (he
had done something similar in the past
82138339de
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